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National Mapping Programme
Transcription progress:
• Undertaken Jointly by Historic England and Cornwall archaeological Unit

• Over 2,400 new monuments

• Mapped from topography (Lidar) and cropmarks (Aerial Photography)

• Volunteer fieldwork incorporated into results.

• Report finalized, awaiting final print
Volunteer programmes
Volunteer projects include:

- Medieval deer parks
- Warrens and rabbit farming
- Estate landscapes
- Hunting and horses
- Military landscapes
Volunteer Events

- Training sessions (Lidar/ GIS/ Paleography/Archives....)
- Targeted workshops (Period based, and resource based i.e place names, historic maps)
- Guided walks
- Excavations
Slight earthwork and cropmark traces of the linear embankment and side ditches of the Roman road from Chichester to Brighton seen in sections on aerial lidar images. The remains of the road can be seen surviving in sections as a combination of agger, side ditches or a hollow way depending on the local terrain. The cropmark traces of a short stretch of the road can be seen as fragmented double ditches on Google Earth imagery from 2005 immediately to the east of Aldingbourne County Centre and Blackmill Lane.
Internal Park Compartment
Fig. 14. Earthwork plans of early New Forest hunting lodges. A Church Place, Denny, B Church Place, Ashurst, C Church Place, Shodon, D Bolderwood, E Studley Castle, F Queen Bower, G Enclosure at Kings Passage, Maldon.
Bomb craters
Coming Up: Exhibition
Coming Up:

• Project Book
• Project Conference
• Project Film
Legacy

Historic Environment Records:

• Unparalleled data set for mitigation
• Supported by full NMP transcription

Academic research:

• Important research tool for the academic/ research sector for years to come

Online Map

• Providing public access to data
• Showcasing volunteer records and work